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In this paper, we mainly focus on the global solutions of shock reflection diffraction
for nonlinear wave equation, and on the classical solution to the 3D isentropic compressible
Navier-Stokes equations with general initial data.
It is well known that Navier-Stokes equations and Euler equations are two important
systems in fluid mechanics and gas dynamics, which characterize the viscous and inviscid
fluid motion in space respectively. However, nonlinear wave equation is a simplification
of the compressible Euler equations of gas dynamics. Similar to gas dynamics equations,
nonlinear wave equation has a nonlinear acoustic-wave dependence. In addition, it can be
reduced to a second order quasi-linear self-similar partial differential equation which, at
the sonic circle, changes type from hyperbolic to elliptic. We mainly consider the existence
and regularity of the solutions. The analysis of this kind of mixed type partial differential
is meaningful because it can be widely used in many fields, such as Jet Mechanics, Det-
onation and Celestial Mechanics and so on. Therefore, it is of practical significance and
of theoretical value to study nonlinear wave equation.
This paper consists of three parts. The first of which is Chapter 2. It deals with the
shock diffraction to the convex wedge for the flow modeled by nonlinear wave equation.
More precisely, the supersonic flow molded by nonlinear wave equation flow over a convex
corner of two dimensional, and shock diffraction occurs. The problem can be reformulated
into a one-phase free boundary problem for a nonlinear degenerate elliptic of second
order. We establish the theory of global existence and regularity of solution of this elliptic
equation boundary value problem. Here the boundary of subsonic region consists of wall, a
transonic shock and the sonic circle, we also derive the optimal regularity of the solutions
at sonic circle. Note that the elliptic equation on the shock is a free boundary value
problem.
The second part is Chapter 3, which deals with the global existence of solutions of
regular reflection molded by nonlinear wave equation. More precisely, when a supersonic
plane shock hits a concave wedge heads on, it experiences a reflection-diffraction process
and then a self-similar reflected shock moves outward as the original shock moves forward















shock front, which is called regular reflection. When the angle of the wedge is large enough
(close to π/2), we get a global theory of existence, stability and regularity for the flow
molded by nonlinear wave equation.
The third part is Chapter 4. Under the assumption that µ is sufficiently large, we
established the global existence and uniqueness of classical solution to the 3D isentropic
compressible Navier-Stokes equations with general initial data.


















∂tU + ∇x · F (U) = 0, (t,x) ∈ Rd+1+ = [0,+∞) × Rd (1.1)
Ù¥, ∇x = (∂x1 , · · · , ∂xd),  F = (F1, · · · , Fd) : Rm → (Rm)d´5N, Fi : Rm →
Rm, (i = 1, · · · , d).
§| (1.1)´XïÄ5ÅÏÑÑÑ¤)yÑy. g,
.kNõ5ÅÄy, ÃX¿ñ, »+¥$Ä, uNÑ1, ±
9N-E¤)6Ä, ÏPl (ëw©z [3]). (1.1)a;.)Ò´
©¡1wmä), =¤¢-Å). 0Ý!ØåÚ§ÝBL-Åmä¡¬
u)â,!  Cz. =¦$Äm©, Ð´ëY,  5%UgÄ
)-Åmä. ¢S6ÄNõy (Xã 1.1Ú 1.2¤«)^éu{ü-Å¡.






















6N3m¥$Ä, u´ïÄEuler§äk©­nØ9¢S¿Â. d (d ≥ 1)
Euler§äke¡/ª:
ã 1.2 /¥»ìu¤*	-Åy











∂tρ+ ∇x · m = 0,






+ ρe) + ∇x · (mρ (12
|m|2
ρ
+ ρe+ p)) = 0,
(1.2)
Ù¥ ρ!m = (m1, · · · , md)!pÚ e©OL«6NÝ!Äþ!ØåÚSU.
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